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THE MID-SOUTH
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MSSA presents “New Ideas, New Possibilities” 
Conference in Laurel, Mississippi
Host Company, Headrick Signs & Graphics

Activities / Seminars
Friday, October 16th

HellFighters Motorcycle Shop & Repair Shop / Mission at the 
Cross, Laurel Tour
    HellFighters Motorcycle Shop is an independent dealership 
    in Laurel, Mississippi, specializing in the customization 
    of Harley-Davidson® motorcycles.  Along with a large 
    selection of “pre-loved” motorcycles, HellFighters Motorcycle 
    Shop also carries a selection of “born-again” Harley-
    Davidsons® that have been rebuilt right here in their shop. 
    HellFighters Motorcycle Shop has a full sales, service, and 
    parts department.

    All proceeds go to support Mission at the Cross-Laurel.

    Mission at the Cross is a Christian ministry that relies on 
    volunteers, donations, and fundraising to provide housing, 
    meals, and clothing free of charge to the men. The purpose
    of Mission at the Cross is to provide a safe, nourishing 
    environment to men who have become homeless as a result 
    of job loss, divorce, death of a spouse, or substance abuse, among other things.  They may be fresh out of jail and fresh out of 
    hope.

    Over 600 men have come through Mission at the Cross in Laurel, Mississippi.

    The men are taught technical skills at Hellfighters Motorcycle & Repair Shop .

Dinner on the Ground at the Lake
    Dinner on the Ground at the Lake
    Join us for a delicious meal in a peaceful setting at Dinner on the Ground at the Lake. Let your worries wash away while 
    MSSA and Headrick Sign Company host a pig roast cooked by Brother Troy.

    Presentation by local Police Drug/Gang Task Force
    • Learn how local police drug/gang task forces stay on top of new threats and trends.
    • Gain useful information on how to keep you and your family safer.

Continued on next page

WORKING TOGETHER 

CONFERENCE

Laurel, Mississippi
October 16 - 17, 2015

Ramon’s Village Resort: Book before December 31st 
and receive a 40% discount. Owned by Richard Headrick, 
Ramon’s Village Resort is on the island of Ambergris Caye, 
Belize. Only a two hour flight from Houston, TX, relax in 
cabañas (cabins) styled after the Tahitian cottages on the 
Polynesian island of Bora Bora.

Reservations are subject to black-out dates and restrictions and must 
be booked by December 31, 2015. Travel is subject to availability and 
may occur between October 17 to December 19, 2015 or July 1 to 
December 18, 2016 and limited to one double room. To qualify for 
a 40% discount per person, conference attendance by one family  
member is required. www.ramons.com/index.cfm . To book your room, 
call 1-800-MAGIC 15.
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Continuing from previous page

Saturday, October 17th 8:30-12:00 pm

Seminars
    Be a Lifesaver - Become CPR Certified!
    In this instructor-led CPR certification class you’ll learn how to properly perform CPR on infants, children, and adults. Upon 
    completion of our CPR class and passing the exam you’ll receive your certification card. Attendance is limited; sign up early to 
    reserve your spot!

    ‘Danger, Danger… Be prepared, it can happen when you least expect it!’ Safety Program
    Presented by James Musgrove
    Discussion to include:  fall protection, PPE, emergency action plan, driver safety policy, electrical safety LOTO, fire safety, 
    working in the heat, and more!
    James Musgrove is a senior environmental and safety geologist for APEX Environmental & Safety Consultants (APEX) located in 
    Hattiesburg, Mississippi.  Mr. Musgrove is a Registered Professional Geologist in Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee and has 
    worked in the Environmental and Safety field more than 25-years. Safety experience includes Safety Compliance, preparation of written 
    Safety Plans, and Safety Violation negotiations with OSHA. Environmental experience includes Environmental Compliance Management, 
    Environmental Permitting, preparation of written Environmental Plans (storm water plans-SWPPP, spill plans -SPCC, Facility Response 
    Plans, Emergency Action Plans), and Environmental Notice-of-Violation negotiations with state and federal agencies.

    “Not an ordinary Sign Company” Tour: Headrick Sign Company
    Includes a tour of the renowned office of Richard Headrick.

    Ever wonder how the “big stuff” is installed?
    Come see it live! Topics to include: truck crane equipment operation; addressing hoisting and lifting of billboards and crosses. 
    Rigging techniques will be demonstrated and crane formalization.

Following the conference: lunch will be provided on Saturday, courtesy of Tubelite Co.

For registration and schedule of events, visit www.midsouthsign.org or call 901-452-6444
    
Deadline for Early Registration: October 5, 2015

MSSA 2015 Board of Directors 
The Board of Directors jointly oversees the activities of the Mid South Sign Association

Executive Committee (Front Row Left to Right): Ray Wilson, Past President; Jason Cicalla, President; Darlene Thomas, President 
Elect; Casey O’Quinn, Secretary/Treasurer; and Karen Warr, Executive Director.

Directors (Back Row Left to Right): Perry Oldner, Arkansas; Bert Guinee, Product Manufacturers; Mike Lev, Additional States; Charlie 
Blanchard, At Large Director II; Randall Fontenot, Louisiana; Ricky Armstrong, Alabama; Sean Schultz, Supply Distributors; Cal Holt, 
Chair and Past President Comm.; Shane Metheny, At Large Director I; Mark Tramontana, Mississippi
Not pictured: Bill Reason, Tennessee Director
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Are You in Compliance with the EPA’s Surface Coating Rule?
As part of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) rule on the National Emission Standards for Hazardous 
Air Pollutants (HAP), sign companies subject to NESHAP 6h and NESHAP 6x rules must comply every five years. 
These rules apply to facilities that conduct any of the following: dry abrasive blasting, dry machining, dry grinding 
or polishing, spray painting and welding of materials containing cadmium, chromium, lead, manganese, and nickel. 
This impacts sign companies engaged in surface coating.

ISA has worked with Government Regulatory Compliance LLC to combine the 6h and 6x re-training/re-certification 
into a single 1.5 hour online workshop. ISA members will receive the discounted pricing of $189 on the training, 
which will take place the following dates and times:

• Thursday, September 17 – 1pm and 5pm (Eastern Time) 
• Thursday, October 15 – 1pm and 5pm (ET)
• Thursday, November 19 – 1pm and 5pm (ET)
• Thursday, December 17 – 1pm and 5pm (ET)

Upon completion of the workshop, participants will receive: 

• EPA-required classroom certified training and testing
• EPA-required hands-on certified training and testing
• EPA-required copy of classroom and hands-on course syllabus
• Printable REA1 certified diploma for classroom training
• Printable REA1 certified diploma for hands-on training 
• Tabular employee training history report per EPA evidence requirement.

Please register online (http://www.turborecs.com/6htraining/) at least ten days in advance of the webinar date. 
For more information, view this brochure from ISA  (http://www.signs.org/Portals/0/PDF/pdf2015/ISA_HAPs_6H_
brochure_2015_1.pdf) on compliance information, and this brochure from the EPA (http://www.signs.org/Portals/0/
PDF/pdf2015/ISA_HAPs_6H_brochure_2015_1.pdf) detailing facts on NESHAPS.

Introduction of MSSA Past Presidents 

MSSA’s Past Presidents each forged the way for the many successes of the Mid South Sign Association. Their outstanding leadership 
and vision are evidenced today in many of MSSA’s current initiatives.

Front Row Left to Right: Michael Hage, Mandy Wisner, Troy Crocker, Roy Cox, Jerry Hodge, and Ray Wilson

Back Row Left to Right: Cal Holt, Darlene Thomas (2015 Vice President), Roger Fillebaum, Jason Cicalla (2015 President), Harold 
Miller, Trent Butler, David Watson, Mark Burns, Dewey Boudreaux, and Elvis Davis.
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2015 Donors: MSSA Scholarship Live & Silent Auction / Monetary Contributions
Thank you for your recent, generous contribution to the Steve Metheny Scholarship Foundation. Your willingness to help 
support MSSA’s “Kids” toward their goals of a higher education makes all the difference in their lives.

Special thanks to Steve Metheny, Rhonda Caldwell (Tubelite), Harold Miller (Signs First), Matt Smith (GSG), David White 
(Reece Supply), Kevin McCarter (Tubelite), and Scholarship Committee Chairman Sean Schultz for donating your time to 
contact businesses within the sign industry for live and silent auction items. Also, to Mandy Wisner, who is THE master in 
selling scholarship raffle tickets! Thank you!

Since its inception in 1997, The Steve Metheny Scholarship Foundation has provided 764 scholarships with a total funding of 
$1,140,150.  This year $84,123 was raised for 2016 scholarships. This is only possible because of thoughtful contributions 
from people like you.

Mid South Sign Association is happy to report that 100% of the funds raised are distributed to scholarship recipients.  The 
MSSA Board of Directors has wholeheartedly approved the complete underwriting of the MSSA scholarship program expenses. 
We are encouraged by this year’s scholarship financial gain and hope to increase participation for next year. Can we count on 
your help again in 2016?

2015 Steve Metheny Scholarship Auction Donors

3M Commercial Solutions Division

Admiral Wholesale Sign Components

Agilight

AkzoNobel Coatings

Allanson Lighting Components

Allen Industries

Alton Herring

B D B Enterprises, Inc.

Bayer MaterialScience

Bitro Group

Captial Sign

Charles Hampton’s A-1 signs Inc.

Cincinnati Sign Supplies Inc.

Complete Lighting & Sign Service Inc.

Cooley Sign & Digital Products

Cornerstone Engineering Inc.

Creative Signs

Custom Foam Fabricators

Eastern Metal Supply

Elrod Engineering, LLC

Faces

FDC, Graphic Films, Inc.

GE Lighting

Gemini

Geneva Capital

Gerber Scientific Products

Graphic Solutions Group

Grimco Inc

Harbinger Sign

Headrick Sign Co.

Hiscall

International Sign Association

Jones Signs - MS

LetterFAB, LLC

Matthews Paint Co.

MetalSource, a division of M-D  

   Building P

Mimaki USA

Miratec Systems

N. Glantz & Son

Orafol Americas

Palram Americas

Piedmont Plastics

Plaskolite, Inc.

PolyOne

Principal LED

Reece Supply Co of Dallas

Reece Supply Co of Georgia

Reece Supply Co of Louisiana

SABIC Polymershapes

Scott Powerline and Utility Equipment

Sean Schultz

SFEG - France Products

Sherwin Williams

Sign Builders Inc.

Sign Faces

SignComp

Signdrafting, LLC

Signs First Future Graphics, Inc.

Signs of the South

Signs of the Times

SloanLED

Southern Sign Co.

ThinkSIGN Inc.

Trinity Products

Tubelite Company, Inc.

Vantage LED

Voltarc

Watchfire Signs by Time-O-Matic

Wrisco Industries Inc.

Z3 Graphics, Inc.

Zlight Technology, LLC
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Altec Industries, Inc.
Winslow Armstead
Account Manager

33 Inverness Center Parkway

Suite 110

Birmingham, AL 35242

Mobile:             (205) 577-7076

Facsimile         (205) 449-9844

winslow.armstead@altec.com

www.altec.com

w w w . d i r e c t s i g n w h o l e s a l e . c o m

w h o l e s a l e  C h a n n e l  L e t t e r s

866-278-5543

VeritasVeritas®®

         V600V600

 
BoxStarBoxStar®®

Supplier of High Brightness, High CRI, LED Sign Lighting Modules

Contact: (800) 345-9010 egl-lighting.com

85 years in sign lighting, with a reputation built on longstanding
customer relationships, quality products, and trust.

Featuring High Specification Seoul Semiconductor LEDs

Thank You Notes from 2015 Recipients of the MSSA Steve Metheny Scholarship 
Foundation

“The Steve Metheny Foundation Scholarship awarded by MSSA is instrumental to supporting my liberal 
arts education in my senior year of college. I will soon be departing to start my fall semester studying 
abroad in Ireland, taking courses in psychology, strategic and responsible business management, design 
innovation, and classical studies. In the past, this award has helped me to develop leadership skills, 
perform and present scientific research, attend multiple valuable conferences, gain internship and other 
professionally-relevant experience, and succeed on my academic track. Without the funding provided by 
this gift I might have not had the experiences that developed me into a capable future sociopolitical and 
business leader. Thank you endlessly for this award!”
- Dylan M. Allen

“I would like to extend a special thank you for the scholarship I was awarded which covered a large 
portion of my tuition this semester. I truly appreciate your help towards my education.”
- Dalton Burns

“I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the generous scholarship awarded to me. This 
award lightens me and my parent’s financial burden, thus allowing me to continue my studies at the 
University of Alabama where I am pursuing a double major in biology and psychology. My goal is to 
continue on to medical school.”
- Lawson Traylor

Continued on Next Page
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Track Your Orders Online at signfaces.com  

For Your Complete Sign Needs 800 800 3223  

Don’t let our name fool you! We also make:  
 

See our new  
web site 

elrodllc.com
800.553.5111     eac@elrodllc.com

creating

the

right
signage

solutions

for you

“I am a freshman attending Wake Forest University in North Carolina. The scholarship awarded is 
allowing me the opportunity to attend the University of my dreams.”
- Alex Macre

“Thank you for selecting me to receive the Steve Metheny scholarship. It is through programs like the 
Steve Metheny Scholarship Foundation that allow so many students to follow their dreams in higher 
education. 
My time at UF has been nothing short of spectacular. UF has provided me with many opportunities 
and has given me guidance on where I want to go next. After I graduate I hope to work for the National 
Park Service or Forest Service in protecting unique and protected lands. I want to help foster children’s 
interest in the environment; like parks, and those who managed them, did for me. This scholarship is 
going to be used for furthering my studies during my final year in college. 
Once again, thank you for your time, consideration, and for all that you do for the students. It is much 
appreciated.”
- Justin Gearhart

“I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for awarding me the Steve Metheny Scholarship. I 
am honored and grateful to have received this scholarship for all four years of my college education.
I am an Industrial Design major at the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana and plan to graduate 
in the Spring of 2016. The financial assistance you provided helped defray the cost of my education 
and allowed me to concentrate more on my studies.  
Thank you again for the scholarship. I am deeply appreciative of your generosity and support in helping 
me pursue my educational and career goals and it inspired me to work that much harder. I hope one 
day I will be able to help students achieve their goals as you have helped me.”
- Julie Polask

“Thank you for extending the Steve Metheny Scholarship to me. It is of great aid to my family and me 
in supporting my collegiate pursuits. This scholarship has made it possible for me to study abroad next 
year. The opportunity of studying abroad excites me to no end, and it would not have been as feasible 
had it not been for your generosity in granting me this scholarship. It is truly such an honor to have 
received this award, and I cannot express my gratitude enough.”
- Katherine E. Nelson

Continuing from previous page
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Your Source
for

Dimensional
Letters, Logos
& Plaques for

over 
50 years.

www.signletters.com GeminiSignProducts.com
1-800-538-8377

YOUR  
PARTNER FOR  

ENDURING 
QUALITY

“Thank you for the scholarship for it is greatly appreciated and needed. I will keep up my grades and 
demonstrate that giving me this scholarship was not a mistake.” 
- Trey Jones

“Thank you for awarding me with the 2015 MSSA Steve Metheny Foundation Scholarship. I am 
currently experiencing the most beautiful and enriching college atmosphere here at Rhodes College. 
It’s organizations like the Mid-South Sign Association that make a nice college a reality for many 
students. Being able to afford a college education is a luxury that not everyone has. I have personally 
been moved by The Mid-South Sign Association’s generous acts and hopefully I can return the favor 
for some aspiring college student later on in my life. Thank you so much for awarding me this amazing 
scholarship.”
- Connor Ross

“Thank you so much for selecting me as a 2015 recipient for the Steve Metheny Scholarship. It will 
help with the tuition costs to attend the University of Tennessee at Martin in the fall. I am majoring 
in Communications with a focus on graphic media. I expect a career in advertising and marketing. 
Hopefully, I will be able to design signage for members of your association!”
- Katharine Wilson

“I want to thank the association for all that this scholarship has allowed me to accomplish. Having 
received it for four years, I understand the impact it can have on someone’s education. I have been 
able to attend college with minimal student loans which allows me to focus on my education and not 
on financial worries. 
I was able to experience some amazing events of which I would otherwise not have done. Events 
such as an airboat tour in Louisiana during the scholarship awards ceremony in New Orleans, walking 
down Bourbon Street and the really cool tour of Jack Daniels distillery during the Huntsville awards 
ceremony. 
I cannot express my thanks enough to all who made this scholarship possible and have helped me  
along the way.”
- Adam DeMoss

Continued on Next Page
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800.323.6593 
www.matthewspaint.com

“I thank the MSSA Steve Metheny Foundation Scholarship for 
helping to assist with my college expenses which allows me to 
pursue my dreams.” 
- M’isha Hughes

“Words can’t express the gratitude and thankfulness I feel toward 
MSSA AND THE SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE. My father has 
been a member of MSSA for as long as I can remember and all 
I hear are good things from him about this association. I was 
blessed by being a recipient of this generous scholarship for the 
past four years.  You all will always be a part of my life. Again, 
thank you!”
- Rachel Ducote

“Thank you so much for the scholarship! I am honored to be a 
recipient of this award and am very grateful for it has helped pay 
tuition for this semester.  Thank you again for your generosity.”
- Kristen Johnson

“I would like to thank you for granting me a 
scholarship.”  - Sara Lamb

“Thank you so much for your continued support 
and generosity! Thank you again.”  
- Adela Kodra

“Thank you for taking care of our families, the 
scholarship fund is a very impressive thing and 
I appreciate all the efforts that go into making it 
happen.” - Don Hartford, SloanLED

“The Parents and the Folks at Voltarc appreciate 
the generosity and investment in the future.” - 
Joe Walsh, Voltarc

“I want to thank you for once again awarding me the MSSA Steve 
Metheny Scholarship. I feel especially privileged to receive such a 
generous scholarship for the second year in a row. 
Last year’s award certainly relieved most, if not all, of the burden of 
having to spend hundreds of dollars on textbooks and other necessary 
expenses, while still leaving me with enough resources to truly enrich 
my first year in college. I’m sure this year’s scholarship will be just as 
valuable as I enter my sophomore year at Manhattan College. 
Please express my deepest gratitude for the renewal of this wonderful 
award to all members of the association.” - Alexandra Santelli

“I thank you for honoring me with the Steve Metheny Scholarship. It is 
such a privilege to be elected as a recipient and I am extremely grateful.  
These funds will help me to pursue my college degree as a business 
major. I am looking forward to making the Steve Metheny Scholarship 
Foundation proud.” - Casey Elias

“I would like to thank you for 
awarding me the Steve Metheny 
Scholarship. I am honored 
and grateful for your generous 
contribution to my educational 
career.

As I move forward in my 
scholastic journey at the 
University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse, 
I will not forget how lucky I 
am to have the opportunity to 
attend college thanks to the 
graciousness of this scholarship 
foundation. I plan to continue my 
goal of becoming a Physician’s 
Assistant and will keep working 
hard to do so.

I am truly grateful for this 
scholarship and am looking 
forward to moving forward with 
my education.”
- Natalie Krosschell

Continuing from previous page
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WHOLESALE
GRAPHICS 
MANUFACTURING

1 (800) 336-1224        www.MiratecSystems.com

Peace of mind through partnership, 
every step of the way. 

PureColor Technology™

On-Line Estimating with OLE®

Free UPS Ground Shipping!

Supplies and Equipment for all of your Production Needs

DALLAS
800-776-7448

HOUSTON
800-776-0113

SAN ANTONIO
800-776-0224

EL PASO
877-776-0128

TULSA
800-556-5000

NEW ORLEANS
800-776-0130

ATLANTA
800-776-0115

CHARLOTTE
855-425-1140

www.reecesupply.com

By Margot Carmichael Lester, Staples® Contributing Writer

Bruce Weinstein wrote “The Good Ones: Ten Crucial Qualities of High-Character Employees” to reveal the business value of 
high-character employees, and to offer tips for identifying, recruiting, and retaining them. “I’ve wondered on more than one 
occasion, in an economy where jobs are still scarce, how is it possible that an employee would be dishonest, or uncaring, or 
fail to take his or her job seriously?’’ he explains. “And more to the point, why would a business hire such people and keep 
them around?” In this edited transcript of our interview, Weinstein shares insights and advice to help small business owners 
hire people with not only the right skills, but also these crucial character traits: honesty, accountability, care, courage, 
fairness, gratitude, humility, loyalty, patience and presence.

Bad apples are no good in any company, but why are they especially damaging to small businesses?

The most valuable commodity a small business has is its reputation. If even one person who works for such a business is 
dishonest, unfair, or impatient, that has a huge impact on customers and ultimately the bottom line.

There’s a quantifiable cost to businesses when employee behavior is less than exemplary. Employees who are actively 
disengaged cost U.S. businesses between $450 and $550 billion per year, according to a State of the American Workforce 
report from Gallup.

High-character employees benefit businesses in four ways:
1. They make coming to work a more agreeable experience for everyone, which is good for employee morale.
2. They tend to be loyal to their employers.
3. They contribute significantly to the organization’s financial health by being highly productive and developing strong  
 relationships with clients.
4. They reflect well on the company, which is valuable for its own sake and also promotes positive word-of-mouth.

So how can we avoid hiring employees who could hurt our business?
 
The biggest mistake small business owners make when hiring is focusing obsessively on what applicants need to know or do. 
As important as knowledge and skills are, a person’s character is what makes the difference between a good employee and a 
stellar one.

When you prepare a job description, discuss character as an essential component of the position, not something that simply 
adds value to it. Doing the job well has to mean acting with honor and integrity, not merely hitting sales numbers or closing 
deals. In job postings, mention up front that you’re looking for people of high character. Don’t be afraid to use words like 
honest, fair, ethical, honorable, and integrity in the ad.

That should bring in better candidates. What should we do when interviewing prospects?

I’ve developed a series of questions that small business owners can use to evaluate the character of job applicants. For 
example: “Describe a time when you had to disagree with someone in authority and stand your ground. What was the 
situation? How did the person react? What did you do?”

Continued on Next Page

Small Business HR: How to Hire and Keep High-Character Employees
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Awnings  | Canopies | Large Framing | Prototype Engineering | Signs

www.sullawayeng.com | 858-312-5150 | projectmanager@sullawayeng.com

Monday - Friday: 5:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. PST
Providing stamped engineered drawings and calculations in all 50 states

Licensed throughout the US for Coast to Coast Engineering

Interview questions are only part of the evaluation process. It’s also critical to get feedback from references you know. And it’s 
vitally important to pay attention to how you feel when you’re in the presence of the applicant. Is there something that doesn’t 
quite feel right?

Of course, feelings don’t tell the whole story. We all have biases that can taint our objectivity, and it’s essential to be aware 
of these obstacles when we’re evaluating candidates. But if you sense that a job applicant isn’t being honest in his or her 
answers, it’s worth pursuing such doubts and finding out whether there is evidence to support your feelings.

There are two morals here: a) first impressions don’t tell the whole story, and b) the way someone treats you in the interview 
isn’t necessarily the way they treat others.

Your goal is to discover the extent to which the candidate’s conduct is consistent with the company’s values.

Continuing from previous page

The Difference Between Legibility and Readability
By John Baylis, Direct Sign Wholesale

What is a simple way to increase the effectiveness of a channel letter sign?
Make sure your client’s sign ranks high on the legibility scale, not the readability scale.

Legibility vs. Readability:
• Legibility is the degree to which a typeface makes it possible for a person to read something without effort. The typeface  
 does not require a mental “translation” – it is quickly comprehended by the reader. It is also an informal measure of how 
 easy it is to distinguish one letter from another.
• Readability is how well a word combination is read within a larger body of text, like a paragraph on a book page.

Signage Rule of Thumb: 
• Sans serif fonts tend to be better for legibility. Effective signage typically requires a legible font configuration.  
• Serif fonts tend to be better for readability.

Artistic Fonts

These definitions are important to keep in mind when your customer requests their sign be produced in an “artistic” font.

Consider this quotation: “letterforms composed of unique shapes, artistic deformations, excessive ornamentation or other novel 
design elements require the reader to process what they are looking at first instead of just taking in the message.”1

One situation which places even more emphasis on fast legibility is when the sign will typically be read from a moving vehicle. 
This situation makes legibility even more important.

If your customer presents you with a signage concept that is heavily “artistic”, you may want to ask them to reconsider the value 
of that design. Productive business signs must communicate quickly in a competitive environment. You may want to ask your 
customer: which of these two options would you prefer – an “artistic” channel letter sign or a 25% foot traffic increase?
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watchfiresigns.com

Connect with other MSSA 
Members and get the latest on 

Facebook and LinkedIn.

Legible Font Sample

What are some basic sans serif fonts which have high legibility qualities? Here are a few:

• Arial
• Calibri
• Century Gothic
• Verdana

In addition to legibility, there is another reason to stick with standard sans serif fonts. For channel letter signage, standard block 
sans serif fonts tend to have sufficient interior space for optimal LED module placement. “Creative” or serif fonts sometimes have 
compressed interior channels which prevent optimal LED module placement.

If that happens, your customer may have to approve a change order prior to production which will delay their sign installation. Not 
a good situation.

Here is an interior photo of a letter channel with sufficient LED module placement space:

This channel not only provides an adequate LED module mounting area. It also supplies 
enough room for the LED viewing angle to light the face in an optimal manner. Tight 
channels may restrict the viewing angle and result in a compromised illumination area.

Signage Communication Failure

Remember, according to Dr. James Kellaris (Gemini Chair of Signage and Visual Marketing 
at the University of Cincinnati) about 41% of the US population has “driven by and failed 
to find a business due to signage communication failure. Plus, consumers tend to make 
quality assumptions about a store based on having clear and attractive signage.”2 

The word “clear” is important here. If the font is not clear, what might that suggest about 
your customer’s business? Font legibility is one key to signage clarity.

Another of Dr. Kellaris’ studies listed a brief set of common reasons why people find signage 
difficult to read. One listed reason was “the letters use a fancy font.”3

On the other hand, your customer can hardly lose with a high legibility sans serif font. 
These letters are easily readable and have ample illumination space. Combined with an 
appropriate color configuration, you have a letter set that will generate excellent results.

Remember the objective for your customer’s sign: immediate comprehension. Not hesitation, not translation, not analysis. Quick 
and easy reader grasp of the sign message.

Continued on Next Page
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Continuing from previous page

The Downside of Legible Fonts

What is the downside? Many sans serif fonts lack excitement. They don’t have the “flash” of some custom fonts. But when push 
comes to shove, your customer will take foot traffic and higher revenues over pizazz any day.

The point is this: decorative fonts have their place, but your customer’s most prominent business sign may not be one of them. 
It is your responsibility as a signage professional to inform your customer of the potential drawbacks of a “creative” or “artistic” 
font, and see if they are willing to consider a higher legibility option.

 1. http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2011/03/24/how-to-choose-a-typeface/

 2.  “Further Evidence from the BrandSpark/Better Homes and Gardens American Shopper Study: A Longitudinal Update and Extension.” Dr. James J.  

 Kellaris, Ph.D. National Signage Research and Education Conference, October 10 – 11, 2012.

 3. “Viewing Signs Through the Eyes of the Beholders: Perceptual Evidence from the American Grocery Shopper Survey.” Dr. James J. Kellaris, Ph.D.  

 National Signage Research and Education Conference, October 9, 2014.

Emphasizing the POSitive: Tablets and Apps for Small Business Point of Sale
By Staples

Tablet computers and mobile-enabled POS systems have revolutionized the way small businesses handle debit, credit, and 
ePayment transactions.  mPOS, or mobile point of sale, combines the portability of tablets with cloud-based solutions so you can 
serve customers anytime, anywhere and have easy access to your business data from any location.

Yet data from Austin-based Software Advice™, a website with POS system comparisons and reviews for retailers, shows that 
21 percent of small business owners still operate without a POS system, relying instead on spreadsheets, paper ledgers, or 
handwritten receipts. Not surprisingly, 42 percent are looking to replace their current POS for something better. Are you one of 
them?

Here are some key considerations for choosing a tablet for POS, and some recommendations for mPOS apps.

Tablets & Readers for Payment Processing

When searching for a tablet to serve as your POS terminal, evaluate these factors:
• Security. While the new EMV card readers [AS1] add extra layers of security, your tablet needs to be secure, too. Select 
 models with secure login (fingerprints, voice, retina) and on-board encryption for the data you do store.
• Form Factor. Tablets for POS should be light enough to hold with one hand while assisting customers, yet large enough 
 to be easy to use. Learn more in the Tablet Research Center.
• Processing Speed. Nobody likes waiting in line, so buy as much processing power as you can afford. Make sure to check 
 your mPOS provider’s recommendations for minimum system requirements.
• Durability. “No matter how careful and well-trained retail staff may be, human error will still happen,” notes Justin 
 Guinn, Market Researcher at Software Advice. “For this reason, it might be worth looking into ruggedized tablets 
 or ruggedized tablet cases that are built to withstand drops or wear and tear. These ruggedized tablets provide a little 
 extra insurance on these valuable assets.”
• Important Extras. “Look for devices offering long battery life…native USB and port support for managers, and native 
 support for a keyboard dock or stylus,” notes Peter Han, vice president of worldwide OEM marketing for Microsoft®.

As for the card readers, Guinn says “although most offerings have improved their readers, some iPad® and/or iPhone-based 
card readers can be very fragile and not very dependable. One of the key benefits of these systems is streamlining the point-of-
sale process by conducting transactions where the customer is. However, having to swipe the card multiple times or adjust and 
readjust the card reader isn’t very conducive to this streamlining.” Check with colleagues and trade groups, as well as online 
reviews, to find a model that can stand up to your business.
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As a matter of principle, MSSA 
member companies do everything 

they can to conduct business 
within the membership of the 
association because MSSA 

understands it cannot succeed 
without the success of its 
member companies.

Looking for a new career in the 
Sign Industry?

Looking for a better job in Signs?
Need qualified sign people?

Ready to hire?
Visit www.SignCareers.com

MSSA’s sign employment resource.

MSSA and Mikos/Kampakis
INSURANCE PROGRAM

MSSA and Mikos/Kampakis 
Insurance Service have partnered 

to ensure that you have an 
opportunity to deal with a team 

of insurance professionals geared 
toward providing insurance at a 

competitive price in a very timely 
fashion.

STEVE METHENY
S C H O L A R S H I P  F O U N D A T I O N

T H E

The purpose of “The Steve 
Metheny Scholarship Foundation” 
is to provide financial awards to 
employees or dependent children 
of employees of Mid South Sign 
Association member firms. It is 
the desire of MSSA to promote 
excellence in our industry by 

encouraging the young, bright, and 
talented to further their education.

Apps for Payment Processing

The Software Advice research found that 78 percent of businesses want systems that offer “sophisticated inventory 
management capabilities”, and 49 percent desire functions like customer relationship management (CRM) and loyalty 
programs.

Amad Ebrahimi, founder of Merchant Maverick, an Orange, CA-based firm that provides reviews, ratings and comparisons of 
merchant services and POS software, offers this quick overview of popular POS options to help you choose:

• Square appeals to many small business owners because it charges no monthly fee and its rate of 2.75 percent is 
 very affordable. It also supports inventory tracking, invoicing, and CRM.

• Flint is a good general mPOS solution. “They have solid customer support and offer the ability to accept debit 
 payments, which is something that most mobile processors don’t offer,” Ebrahimi explains. “They also have good 
 inventory management features and direct integration with QuickBooks®.”

• Shopkeep is popular with small brick-and-mortar retailers. “They offer everything you need to run a retail shop, 
 including the ability to print and scan bar codes, inventory management, gift cards, loyalty/rewards and QuickBooks 
 integration,” Ebrahimi says.

• Vend and Shopify, which support eCommerce, are better solutions for retailers or brick-and-mortar shops with 
 some online business.

TouchBistro and Revel “were created with the restaurant owner in mind,” Ebrahimi says. “They offer the unique features 
that only restaurants would need like floor management, online reservations, print-to-kitchen, split payments, etc.” Smaller 
coffee shops and cafés might prefer Shopkeep or Square, which have fewer specialty features but are easier to use.

“The fact that tablets are cloud-based means managers can add and remove features as needed, via simple app store 
interfaces,” explains Russell Harty, senior vice president, key account and partner channels, for Merchant Warehouse, a 
Boston-based customer engagement solutions developer. “The flexibility of these options means merchants can adapt and 
adopt in real time to meet their customers’ needs.”
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Members Supporting Members
At MSSA, we understand and appreciate the investment of time and money from all of our member companies.  
As a matter of principal, MSSA member companies do everything they can to conduct business within the 
membership of the association because MSSA understands it cannot succeed without the success of its 
member companies. The following product manufacturers, engineers, and suppliers have agreed, by registering 
as 2015 MSSA members, to support MSSA in 2015.  Please consider the following companies as you 
conduct business in 2015. A current membership list is available for viewing by visiting www.midsouthsign.org  
or for questions regarding a company’s MSSA membership, contact MSSA for clarification (901) 452–6444.

3M Commercial Graphics Division
AAA Business Signs
Admiral Wholesale Sign Components
ADTI Media
AgiLight, Inc.
Akzo Nobel Coatings
Allanson Lighting Components
Almo Pro A/V
Altec Industries
American LED Technology, Inc.
Arkema
Arlon Graphics, LLC
BDB Enterprises, Inc.
Bitro Group, Inc
Cincinnati Sign Supplies
Cooley Sign & Digital Products
Cornerstone Engineering
Covestro LLC
Curbell Plastics, Inc
Custom Foam Fabricators
Custom Products Corp
Daktronics, Inc.
Descant Awning and Sign Company
Direct Sign Wholesale
Eastern Metal Supply
EBSCO Signs & Displays
EGL Company, Inc.
Elliott Equipment Company
Elrod Engineering, LLC
Erie Custom Signs
Facecrafters
faces
FDC Graphic Films, Inc.
France Power Solutions
GE Lighting Solutions
Gemini, Inc.
Geneva Capital LLC
Gerber Scientific Products
Graphic Solutions Group
Grimco, Inc.
Gulf Signs, LLC
Hartco
Hendrick Manufacturing
Herring Sales
Hiscall, Inc.
Hudson & Hudson Neon
Hybroco Sales, Inc.

Indy Imaging Inc.
Johnson Sales Company/Jasper Plastics 
    Solutions
KeyedIn Solutions
LED Craft, Inc
LetterFab, LLC
LINK Engineering LLC
LORD Corporation
Matthews Paint
M-D Metalsource
MET Laboratories
Michael Brady Inc.
Mid-South Machine
Mikos / Kampakis Insurance Service
Mimaki USA
Miratec Systems, Inc.
Mr. Plastic, Inc. 
MultiCam Inc.
MYCO, INC
N. Glantz & Son
Next LED Signs
Nova Polymers, Inc.
Optec Displays
Orafol Americas
Palram Americas
Phoenix Metals Company
Piedmont Plastics, Inc.
Plaskolite, Inc.
PolyOne
Principal LED
Reece Supply Co
Rick McClain & Associates, Inc.
Royal Printing Solutions
S & F Custom Sign Corp
SABIC Polymershapes
Saginaw Pipe
Scott Powerline & Utility Equipment
Scotts Sign System
Sherwin-Williams Automotive Finishes
Sign & Digital Graphics
Sign Builders, Inc.
Sign Fab, Inc.
SignComp
Signdrafting, LLC
SloanLED
Southern Stud Weld
Steel Art Company

Sullaway Engineering, Inc.
The Ross Group
ThinkSIGN, Inc.
Thompson Engineering Services, LLC
Trinity Products
Tubelite Company, Inc.
US LED, Ltd.
USAwning Network
Utility Equipment Service
Vantage LED
Ventex Technology/Transco To Go, LLC
Voltarc
Watchfire Signs by Time-O-Matic
World Wide Sign Systems
Wrisco
YESCO Electronics
YJ Inc.
Z3 Graphics, Inc.
Zlight Technology, LLC
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